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Thesauri: Introduction and 
Recent Developments

This chapter introduces information retrieval thesauri and highlights
some recent trends in the use of thesauri as search aids, in particular
search and end-user thesauri. Addressed here are the differences
among thesauri, taxonomies, and ontologies, along with the role that
thesauri have played in the development of taxonomies and ontolo-
gies. This chapter also covers recent research trends that focus on the
provision of semantic support for user interfaces provided by major
search engines, areas such as faceted search, exploratory user inter-
faces, and dynamic term suggestion functionalities. The notion of
social tagging is introduced, and a number studies that have com-
pared controlled vocabularies and social tags are reviewed. 

1.1 Thesaurus: A Brief History

The term thesaurus as a reference tool dates to the publication in
1982 of Roget’s Thesaurus, and this, or some modern equivalent, is
what most people have in mind when they think of a thesaurus
(Broughton, 2006). Developed by Peter Mark Roget, Roget’s Thesaurus
is still the most widely used English language thesaurus, organizing
words and their meanings in a systematic manner to assist people in
identifying semantically related terms. 

1.1.1 Information Retrieval Thesauri

The history of information retrieval thesauri can be traced back to the
1950s. Detailed accounts of the history of information retrieval the-
sauri can be found in Vickery (1960), Gilchrist (1971), and Aitchison
and Dextre Clarke (2004). There is agreement that in the context of
information retrieval, the word thesaurus was first used in 1957 by
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Peter Luhn of IBM. The first thesaurus used for controlling the vocab-
ulary of an information retrieval system was developed by the
DuPont organization in 1959, and the first widely available thesauri
were the Thesaurus of Armed Services Technical Information Agency
(ASTIA) Descriptors, published by the Department of Defense in 1960,
and the Chemical Engineering Thesaurus, published by the American
Institute of Chemical Engineers (Aitchison and Dextre Clarke, 2004). 

In the 1970s and early 1980s, commercial online database
providers such as Dialog made use of thesauri alongside their biblio-
graphic databases to enhance the quality of search. Chamis (1991)
reported that in the 1980s about 30 percent of Dialog databases had
either a printed or an online thesaurus. Many online databases now
use thesauri for vocabulary control. 

The introduction in 1974 of the first international standard for the
construction of monolingual thesauri gave rise to the popularity of
thesauri in various scientific and technological subjects. Several the-
saurus construction standards have been developed during the past
three decades: international standards (ISO 2788: 1986; ISO 5964:
1985); British standards (BS 5723: 1987; BS 6723: 1985); and UNISIST
standards (UNISIST Guidelines, 1980, 1981). The U.S. standard on
monolingual thesaurus construction, American National Standards
Institute–National Information Standards Organization (ANSI/NISO)
Z39.19, was published in 1993. 

The advent of the web and the rapid growth of web-based infor-
mation retrieval systems and services such as digital libraries, open
archives, content management systems, and portals prompted inter-
national, U.K., and U.S. standards organizations to make revisions
and changes to accommodate the demands of the electronic envi-
ronment. The international standard ISO 25964-1 (2011), Thesauri
and Interoperability With Other Vocabularies, revises, merges, and
extends both ISO 2788 and ISO 5964 standards for the development
of monolingual and multilingual thesauri. Guidelines for BS 5723
were replaced by BS 8723, Structured Vocabularies for Information
Retrieval. BS 8723 was superseded by ISO 25964-1 in 2011. Details of
the standard can be found at the British Standards Institution’s web-
site (www.bsigroup.com).

The new U.S. standard ANSI/NISO Z39.19, Guidelines for the
Construction, Format, and Management of Monolingual Controlled
Vocabularies, was published in 2005 and revised in 2010. Its new des-
ignation is ANSI/NISO Z39.19-2005 (R2010).



Major emphases in these changes and revisions were interoper-
ability, electronic and web-based applications, thesaurus displays,
and coverage of a wide range of vocabularies used in information
retrieval systems and web-based services. In the field of information
architecture, there is a firm belief in the advantages of staying close to
the accepted standard. According to Morville and Rosenfeld (2007),
these advantages are based on the following assumptions:

• “There’s good thinking and intelligence baked into these
guidelines.

• Most thesaurus management software is designed to be
compliant with ANSI/NISO, so sticking with the standard
can be useful from a technology-integration perspective. 

• Compliance with the standard provides a better chance
of cross-database compatibility so that when two 
companies merge, for example, it will be easier to merge
their vocabulary sets.” (p. 214) 

1.1.2 What Is an Information Retrieval Thesaurus?

A thesaurus is a tool designed to support effective information
retrieval by guiding indexers and searchers to consistently choose the
same terms for expressing a given concept or combination of con-
cepts (Dextre Clarke, 2001). Aitchison et al. (2000) define a thesaurus
as “a vocabulary of controlled indexing language, formally organized
so that a priori relationships between concepts are made explicit” (p.
1) that can be used in information retrieval systems ranging from the
card catalog to the internet. The ANSI/NISO Z39.19 (2005) standard
provides the following definition of a thesaurus: “A controlled vocab-
ulary arranged in a known order and structured so that the various
relationships among terms are displayed clearly and identified by
standardized relationship indicators.” Some of the long-established
and well-known thesauri are the Medical Subject Headings, also
known as the MeSH Thesaurus, in the area of medicine and allied sci-
ences, the Art and Architecture Thesaurus (AAT), and the Thesaurus
of ERIC (Education Resources Information Center) Descriptors. 

Standard thesauri incorporate three types of term relationships,
namely, equivalence, hierarchical, and associative. Equivalence rela-
tionships are usually defined as relations between synonyms and
quasi synonyms, for instance, between computer languages and pro-
gramming languages. This type of relationship provides an alternative
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access point for the user during searching. Equivalence relationships
are shown by the notation UF (Used For).

Hierarchical relationships are assigned to terms that have various
levels of specificity. For instance, the term libraries is a narrower term
for digital libraries, while the term user interfaces is a broader term
for visual user interfaces. These broader and narrower relationship
types allow a user to semantically navigate in an information collec-
tion from terms that are general to more specific terms and vice
versa. The boarder and narrower term relationships are shown by the
notations BT (Broader Term) and NT (Narrower Term). 

Associative relationships are designed to create relationships
between terms that do not have equivalence or hierarchical relation-
ships but would be conceptually or mentally related, for example,
between information overload and information filtering. This type of
relationship is represented by the notation RT (Related Term). 

The following entry from the ASIS&T Thesaurus of Information
Science, Technology, and Librarianship illustrates the various types of
term relationships:

Internet
UF Cyberspace

Information highway
Information superhighway

BT Telecommunication networks
RT e-mail list servers

ftp
gophers
Internet search systems
National Research and Education Network
Network computers
Newsgroups
telnet
Web TV

Another characteristic of standard thesauri is their inclusion of
scope notes. A scope note is a definition of the term or an explanation
of its meaning and use in a specific database. The notation SN repre-
sents scope notes in thesauri.
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1.1.3 Thesaurus Displays

There are several different methods of displaying thesauri on paper
and on the computer screen:

• Alphabetical displays showing scope notes and 
equivalence, hierarchical, and associative relationships
for each term

• Hierarchical displays generated from the alphabetical 
display

• Systematic and hierarchical displays showing the overall
structure of the thesaurus and all levels of hierarchy

• Graphic displays of varying sorts (Aitchison et al., 2000)
using arrows, family trees, or two- and three-dimensional
visualization techniques (an extended discussion of user
interfaces for thesauri appears in Chapter 5)

Guidelines for the design and construction of thesauri are beyond
the scope of this book. Readers interested in this area should consult
the practical manuals developed by Aitchison et al. (2000) and
Broughton (2006).

1.1.4 Thesauri as Knowledge Organization Systems

The literature of indexing, thesaurus construction, and subject access
and information representation categorizes thesauri as controlled
vocabularies. Thesauri have also been classified as knowledge organ-
ization systems (KOSs) (Hodge, 2000; Broughton et al., 2005), a term
coined by the Networked Knowledge Organization Systems Working
Group (NKOS) at its initial meeting at the Association for Computing
Machinery Digital Libraries 1998 conference in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania. Hodge (2000) explains the use of thesauri and other
types of KOSs on the web in these terms: 

Knowledge organization systems are used to organize
materials for the purpose of retrieval and to manage a col-
lection. A KOS serves as a bridge between the user’s infor-
mation need and the material in the collection. With it, the
user should be able to identify an object of interest without
prior knowledge of its existence. Whether through brows-
ing or direct searching, whether through themes on a web
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page or a site search engine, the KOS guides the user
through a discovery process. (p. 3)

NKOS is devoted to the discussion of the functional and data mod-
els for enabling KOSs—such as classification systems, thesauri,
gazetteers, and ontologies—to function as networked interactive
information services that support the description and retrieval of
diverse information resources through the internet. The American
and European NKOS groups have held annual workshops in con-
junction with the Joint Conference on Digital Libraries and the
European Conference on Digital Libraries, providing a venue for
research, development, and evaluation of KOSs on the web. Thesauri
and their applications have been the focus of many presentations
and publications in these workshops. 

1.1.5 Uses and Functions of Thesauri

A thesaurus may be employed as an indexing tool, a searching aid, or
a browsing and navigation function. As an indexing tool, a thesaurus
can be used to assign indexing terms to a given document collection.
Many bibliographic and commercial database providers use a the-
saurus for indexing purposes.

As a searching tool or a query formulation support feature, the-
sauri can be used as an interactive term suggestion tool or as an auto-
matic query expansion support functionality. 

In the interactive term suggestion approach, users are presented
with a list of terms to choose from. This can be the result of matching
an initial query term with the thesaurus terms to provide synonyms
or semantically related terms for the user’s guidance. In the case of
automatic query expansion, a thesaurus can be used to automatically
add terms from it to the query terms a user has initially submitted in
order to improve or enhance the retrieved results. Thesauri can pro-
vide a browsing user interface in which thesaurus terms and their
relationships are presented on the user interface to assist users by
making term selection a more engaging and interactive process. An
extended discussion of thesauri as supporting tools for query formu-
lation and expansion is provided in Chapter 3. 

All of these uses and functions have been adopted by several gen-
erations of information retrieval systems, from traditional indexing
and abstracting commercial databases to current web-based digital
libraries, portals, repositories, and open archives. Aitchison et al.
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(2000) note that thesauri may be used for both indexing and search-
ing, for indexing but not searching, and for searching but not index-
ing. These uses are associated with the ways in which a thesaurus can
be developed and incorporated into an information representation
and retrieval system. 

Additional uses of a thesaurus as noted by Broughton (2006) are as
a source of subject metadata and query formulation and expansion,
and as a browse and navigation tool. In his discussion of the func-
tions of thesauri, Soergel (2003) comments that they can facilitate the
combination of multiple databases or unified access to multiple
databases in the following ways: 

A. Mapping the users’ query terms to the descriptors used in
each of the databases

B. Mapping the query descriptors from one database to
another (switching) 

C. Providing a common search language from which to map
to multiple databases

Another useful and interesting function that he refers to is docu-
ment processing after retrieval, for instance, the meaningful arrange-
ment of search results and the highlighted descriptors responsible for
retrieval. 

1.1.6 Types of Thesauri

The types and uses of thesauri depend largely on the ways in which they
are constructed and incorporated into an information retrieval system.
The well-known types of thesauri can be categorized as follows: 

1. Standard, manually constructed thesauri: These are standard
subject-specific thesauri with equivalence, hierarchical, and associa-
tive relationships, used in the indexing and retrieval of print and dig-
ital collections. Some databases and information retrieval systems
use these thesauri for indexing purposes only, while others present
these tools more explicitly to end users to support their search term
selection. 

2. Search thesauri: Search thesauri, also referred to as end-user
thesauri and searching thesauri, are defined as a category of tools
enhanced with a large number of entry terms that are synonyms,
quasi synonyms, or term variants that assist end users in finding
alternative terms to add to their search queries (Perez, 1982;
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Piternick, 1984; Bates, 1986; Cochrane, 1992). Aitchison et al. (2000)
note that the role of thesauri here is usually to assist users in search-
ing free-text databases by suggesting search terms, especially syn-
onyms and narrower terms. A number of searching thesauri have
been designed and developed (Anderson and Rowley, 1991; Lopez-
Huertas, 1997; Knapp et al., 1998; Lykke Nielsen, 2001) and have been
evaluated in query expansion research (Kristensen and Jarvelin, 1990;
Kristensen, 1993; Kekäläinen and Jarvelin, 1998). A searching thesaurus
can also provide greater browsing flexibility. It can allow users to browse
part or all of a thesaurus, navigating the equivalence, hierarchical, and
associative relationships. Terms (or the combination of preferred and
variant terms) can be used as predefined or “canned” queries to be run
against the full-text index. In other words, a searching thesaurus can
become a true portal, providing a new way to navigate and gain access
to a potentially enormous volume of content. A major advantage of the
searching thesaurus is that its development and maintenance costs are
essentially independent of the volume of content. On the other hand,
such thesauri put much greater demands on the quality of equivalence
and mapping (Morville and Rosenfeld, 2007). 

3. Automatically constructed thesauri: These thesauri are constructed
with computer algorithms and are not as semantically well-structured as
standard manually created thesauri. A wide range of statistical and lin-
guistic techniques have been developed to build such thesauri. Unlike
hand-crafted thesauri, corpus-based thesauri are constructed automat-
ically from the corpora or information collection, without human inter-
vention. There are two different methods of extracting thesaural
relationships from text corpora, namely, co-occurrence statistics and
grammatical relations (Mandala et al., 2000). 

4. Linguistically and lexicographically focused thesauri: The well-
known examples of these thesauri are WordNet and Roget’s Thesaurus.
WordNet is a manually constructed thesaurus, available electronically,
and has been used in many information retrieval experiments for
query expansion purposes. It is a general purpose thesaurus and
therefore lacks the domain-specific relationships found in standard
thesauri. Roget’s Thesaurus is also available in electronic format and
has been used in information retrieval experiments. 

1.1.7 Knowledge Organization Trends

Several researchers have studied research and development trends
associated with knowledge organization in general and thesauri in
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particular. In her review of knowledge organization research between
1998 and 2003, McIlwaine (2003) highlights thesauri initiatives as one
of the recent trends along with such topics as terminology, internet,
search engines, resource discovery, interoperability, visual presenta-
tion, and universal classification systems. Williamson (2007) notes
that, currently, controlled vocabularies of various kinds (e.g., thesauri
and taxonomies), as well as other kinds of information structures, are
deemed to have an important role to play. She says it is clear that the-
sauri have now assumed a role as a search tool. She provides a dis-
cussion of the application of thesauri on the web between 1997 and
2006 with a particular focus on their role in searching, browsing, and
navigation. 

Recent developments in the use of thesauri highlight how pre-web
applications and standard tools such as thesauri are being used to
make metadata more usable. As the organization of knowledge and
information continues to evolve in the digital environment, it seems
evident that the relevance of core principles of knowledge organiza-
tion will remain high, despite shifting trends. These principles will
most certainly help enhance both the browsability and searchability
of emerging web-based environments, such as digital libraries, con-
tent management systems, institutional repositories, and virtual
learning environments (Saumure and Shiri, 2008). 

Subject analysis in general and the use of thesauri in particular
enjoyed a flurry of interest in the 1970s and have recently become a
focus of attention again. The scholarly community carrying out work
in this area has become more diffuse and grown to include new
groups such as information architects (Schwartz, 2008). The need to
improve users’ browsing, navigation, and experience in digital infor-
mation spaces has brought both controlled vocabularies and the-
sauri to the center of attention. 

1.1.8 Emergence of Thesauri Search Tools

With the development of the web, the use of thesauri is coming to the
forefront of knowledge organization studies. New trends in develop-
ing thesauri have also been emerging since the advent of the web
(Saumure and Shiri, 2008).

Over the past 15 years, numerous researchers have discussed the
status, suitability, importance, and diversification of the function of
thesauri in the new information environment. Aitchison et al. (2000)
have noted that the role of thesauri is changing but that they are likely
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to remain an important retrieval tool. This shift in the functions of
thesauri is viewed as an expansion, including a role for thesauri not
only in performance enhancement in full-text systems but also as
tools for use on websites; in intranets; and for indexing, search state-
ment expansion, and visual organization. While initial proposals for
the use of thesauri focused on their ability to ensure consistent analy-
sis of documents during input to information retrieval systems, these
tools have increasingly become vital as aids to effective retrieval.
Indeed, in the near future, it appears likely that thesauri will be used
more during retrieval than at input. Thesauri can complement full-
text access by aiding users in various ways: by focusing their searches,
by supplementing the linguistic analysis of the text search engine,
and even by serving as one of the analytic tools used by the linguistic
engine (Milstead, 1998). 

To reassess the functions and capabilities of thesauri in the digital
age, any revisions to thesaurus construction standards should take
into account at least four essential areas: 1) the nature and function
of thesauri in full-text databases, 2) term definition and all types of
term relationships, 3) dynamic and interactive display of thesauri in
the digital environment, and 4) thesauri as support for the internet
(Williamson, 2000). In a discussion of the importance of providing
browsing capabilities for thesauri and subject headings, Olson (2007)
notes that in many abstracting and indexing services, users are forced
to switch between the thesaurus and the database in order to form an
understanding of the references and relationships between terms
and to make effective use of thesauri in support of searching. To make
knowledge structures such as thesauri more browsable, she suggests
that emphasis needs to be placed on the references and relationship
types and on their visibility to searchers.

Shiri and Revie (2000) note that although there are few operational
information retrieval systems that have effectively incorporated the-
sauri as search and retrieval aids, we are witnessing an increased
enthusiasm among thesaurus developers to make their tools avail-
able on the web for potential applications. The reasons for this enthu-
siasm and the increasing availability of online thesauri are closely
linked to five key issues associated with the emergence of the web: 

1. The colossal growth of information resources, demanding
better subject identification

2. The migration of traditional information resources to the
web, calling for more consistent subject approaches 
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3. An urgent need for resource description and discovery
through reuse of existing information management tools
such as controlled vocabularies

4. Problems associated with the quality of unstructured
information retrieved from the web

5. The need to provide users with knowledge structures
such as thesauri for rapid and easy access to better-
organized information

Shiri and Revie introduce some of the early developments associ-
ated with the use of thesauri on the web, such as thesauri incorpo-
rated into web-based databases, stand-alone thesauri, thesauri in
multithesaurus search systems, and thesauri in subject gateways. 

Miller (2003) argues that, as the use of the web becomes wide-
spread, the problem of semantic organization of information will
become more and more urgent. To address this problem, he suggests
that a thesaurus should be constructed on the basis of the maximum
possible number of terms and their synonyms, objective relations
between terms, multiple languages, and receptivity to new terms.
Lykke Nielsen (1998) suggests that future thesauri should also func-
tion as search tools to support users in analyzing and conceptualiz-
ing their information needs, in locating and choosing appropriate
access points, and in refining requests as well as queries. However,
today’s pressures for intuitive end-user access and seamless flows of
information from one system into another compel new thinking
about ways of designing, implementing, and presenting vocabulary
search tools (Aitchison and Dextre Clarke, 2004). 

Thesauri have been used to develop organizational taxonomies for
library and information science (Wang et al., 2008). Gilchrist (2003)
comments that taxonomies use both classification and thesaurus tech-
niques, and it is interesting to note how similar some of the techniques
are in automatic indexing and automatic categorization, this being
largely a matter of granularity. Taxonomies may also use a combination
of classification and thesaural techniques applied to a wider range of
object types; museums documentation and image retrieval may be
mentioned here as areas in which the object types pose particular
problems and in which other techniques are being developed. Faceted
classification techniques can be used to provide a framework on which
taxonomies can be built. The focus on noun forms and unit concepts
popular in thesauri can be adopted to provide a more consistent
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approach to taxonomy construction. In a discussion of the past 50
years of knowledge organization, Dextre Clark (2008) writes as follows:

As the taxonomy buzz-word spread around, many infor-
mation professionals seized a different opportunity. They
rescued their existing home-grown thesauri, subject head-
ing schemes and classification schemes, dusted them off a
little, and re-branded them “taxonomy.” The controlled
vocabulary had now become more popular than ever
before! (p. 433)

These developments suggest that the terms thesaurus and taxon-
omy have been loosely and interchangeably used and that some peo-
ple who have used the term taxonomy were unaware of the
long-standing research and development behind thesauri and their
construction standards.

Gruber (2009) notes that “an ontology defines (specifies) the con-
cepts, relationships, and other distinctions that are relevant for mod-
eling a domain and the specification takes the form of the definitions
of representational vocabulary (classes, relations, and so forth),
which provide meanings for the vocabulary and formal constraints
on its coherent use” (p. 1,964).

A quick analysis shows that there are a number of similarities
between ontologies and thesauri, namely, in their treatment of con-
cepts, classes, and relationships. Therefore, it is not surprising that
these two terms have been used interchangeably, and confusingly, in
the literature. A very good example of this confusion can be found in
the terms used to refer to WordNet, a large lexical tool for the English
language. It has been called a thesaurus in numerous information
retrieval studies during the past decade, but it has also been called an
ontology by the World Wide Web Consortium and a taxonomy by
some researchers. 

However, one of the key characteristics of ontologies is that they
provide a more formal and detailed set of conceptual constructs and
relationships than do thesauri, and the formalization lends itself very
well to the web environment. As Gruber (2009) suggests, ontologies
are used “to exchange data among systems, provide services for
answering queries, publish reusable knowledge bases, and offer serv-
ices to facilitate interoperability across multiple, heterogeneous sys-
tems and databases” (p. 1,965.)
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An analysis of these functions shows that they are common to both
thesauri and ontologies. Therefore, development of any high-level,
sophisticated, and machine-processable ontology can benefit from
the conceptual and semantic structures inherent in various existing
thesauri. Gilchrist (2003) suggests that the main characteristic that
thesauri, taxonomies, and ontologies have in common is that they all
address natural language. Soergel (1999) refers to a recent interest in
ontologies as classification tools in such areas as artificial intelli-
gence, linguistics, and software engineering and notes that “indeed,
once these communities increased their awareness that there is not
only a problem of classification but also of terminology, ‘ontologies’
included lead-in vocabularies as well, and became full-fledged the-
sauri”(p. 1,120.)

His argument points to the fact that scholarly communities out-
side library and information science identified the need for classifi-
cation and used the term ontology without actually benefiting from
the long-standing research, development, and standardization form-
ing the basis of numerous well-structured controlled vocabularies
such as thesauri and classification schemes. He calls for collabora-
tion among these various communities to create better information
access systems. 

From an information architecture point of view, Morville and
Rosenfeld (2007) comment that thesauri are expected to be more
widely used in the coming years as they become a key tool for dealing
with the growing size and importance of websites and intranets. One
advantage of thesauri is their tremendous power and flexibility to
shape and refine the user interface over time. Not all of the capabili-
ties can be exploited at once, but one can user-test different features,
learning and adjusting incrementally as one proceeds.

A review of the literature on thesauri and their applications and
functions in the new digital information environment identifies a
wide range of ways in which thesauri can be made more suitable for
the new search environment. Some of the more common approaches
are as follows: 

• Revising thesaurus construction standards to facilitate
the development and use of thesauri. The British and U.S.
thesaurus construction standards have recently been
revised to reflect current changes and development in the
areas of thesauri and other types of controlled and 
structured vocabularies. 
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• Using a wide range of user-based and document-based
techniques for thesaurus construction, including 
bibliometric approaches, term co-occurrence analysis,
word association tests, transaction logs, and data-mining
and web-mining technologies.

• Enriching thesauri by incorporating a larger number of
terms and relationships so as to provide a vast entry
vocabulary to support users’ initial interaction with the
information retrieval system. Search thesauri are one
example of these tools that may support free text 
searching. 

• Enhancing the semantic structure of thesauri, such as
expanding the relationship types within a thesaurus or
covering a broader range of relationships among terms. 

• Constructing more-sophisticated user interface features
and functionalities. Many information retrieval systems
and databases have a thesaurus but do not provide 
seamless, straightforward access to the thesaurus to 
support end users in their search process. This kind of
access can be designed in such a way as to make 
thesaurus structures more explicitly visible for browsing,
searching, and navigation purposes. Interface design
techniques and strategies that combine browsing and
searching can be adapted to provide more dynamic and
interactive interfaces. 

• Using thesauri for interactive (visible) or automatic
(invisible) query formulation or expansion to support
users’ information interaction. 

• Using thesauri as sources of subject metadata. Many 
thesauri are now being adapted to provide consistent
subject description in well-known metadata standards
such as Dublin Core. 

• Using existing thesauri to organize and visualize 
web-based information systems and services. Examples
are websites, intranets, content management systems,
portals, and subject gateways. 

• Using existing thesauri to develop simplified or more
sophisticated knowledge structures for organizing and
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representing disciplinary or multidisciplinary web-based
applications. 

• Employing multilingual thesauri for web-based 
cross-lingual information retrieval. 

• Bringing into play user evaluation of thesauri and their
usefulness within the context of web-based information
systems and services in order to provide insight into the
ways in which thesauri may support users’ search 
behavior.

1.2 Thesauri and Information Architecture

The Information Architecture Institute (2005) defines information
architecture as the art and science of organizing and labeling web-
sites, intranets, online communities, and software to support usabil-
ity and findability. Rosenfeld and Morville (1998), in the first edition
of Information Architecture for the World Wide Web, were among the
first authors to introduce the information architecture community to
thesauri and controlled vocabularies. They note that the relation-
ships in standard thesauri can be useful for determining the labeling
of the different levels of a website. 

While the terms of a thesaurus can be adapted, however, the web-
site designer needs to remember that the narrower and the more spe-
cific its vocabulary, the better the thesaurus terms will perform for
the website. For example, if the site users are computer scientists, a
computer science thesaurus will “think” the same way that its users
do. In choosing a labeling or KOS, the authors particularly emphasize
the importance of taking into account the types of users and their
information search habits. 

A successful website will have a well-organized knowledge struc-
ture that accommodates users’ search and interaction behavior.
Constructing and using a controlled vocabulary impose an important
degree of consistency that supports search and browsing. A the-
saurus on the back end can enable a more seamless and satisfying
user experience on the front end (Morville and Rosenfeld, 2007). Even
though the first thesauri were developed for libraries, museums, and
government agencies long before the advent of the web, Morville and
Rosenfeld believe that information architects can draw on these
decades of experience. 
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Designing labeling and organization structures for websites and
intranets can benefit from the characteristics and features of thesauri.
Synonym management is the most important function of a thesaurus
used as part of a website. The mapping of many synonyms or word
variants onto one preferred term or concept is an important feature
allowing users to deal with the ambiguities of language during their
searching and finding experience (Morville and Rosenfeld, 2007). 

Thesauri have come back into our everyday life via the web. More
than a tool to get more and better words, thesauri are used to create
a web of interconnected terms to help people find information
(Wodtke and Govella, 2009). 

The Argus Center for Information Architecture polled its member-
ship about subject matters with which information architects are
concerned. Based on the responses of 241 participants between
February 9 and 21, 2001, survey results showed that some 54 percent
of respondents felt that controlled vocabularies and thesauri were
among the subject areas with which information architects are con-
cerned (Zhang et al., 2002).

Thesauri, taxonomies, and topic maps have been compared and
discussed as tools that assist information architects to develop better
user interfaces for their websites and intranets. Thesauri provide a
much richer vocabulary for describing terms than taxonomies do
and so are much more powerful retrieval tools. As can be seen, using
a thesaurus instead of a taxonomy would solve several practical prob-
lems in classifying objects and also in searching for them (Garshol,
2004). Other researchers have demonstrated that all the characteris-
tics of standard thesauri, such as broader, narrower, and related
terms, as well as scope notes and synonymous terms, can be effec-
tively used to create topic maps and well-structured taxonomies
(Ahmed, 2003). 

Pastor-Sanchez et al. (2009) discuss the advantages of thesaurus
representation in Simple Knowledge Organization System format, a
World Wide Web Consortium standard to promote the use of KOSs in
support of the semantic web. They suggest that the conceptual struc-
tures of thesauri allow 1) the possibility of establishing lexical rela-
tionships adapted to the terminological reality of each language; 2)
the indexing of webpages with a thesaurus to present queries without
users’ having to perform a predictive selection of terms; 3) the devel-
opment of organization schemes; and, 4) the possibilities of expand-
ing and redefining searches, showing references to documents with
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content related to that of directly retrieved documents, and suggest-
ing new search terms.

In the context of information retrieval, BS 8723 for Structured
Vocabularies for Information Retrieval (2005) suggests this: 

It is inappropriate to use the classical definition of taxon-
omy as the science of classification, or to be concerned
with its long-standing adaptation to the classification and
naming of organisms. BS8723 deals in general with vocab-
ulary tools designed as retrieval aids, hence the definition
of taxonomy used in this standard, as a structured vocab-
ulary using classificatory principles as well as thesaural
features, designed as a navigation tool for use with elec-
tronic media. The standard also notes that the term taxon-
omy is used differently.

Therefore, many of the taxonomies that have been used in web-
sites and portals are not used for vocabulary control or do not follow
thesaurus construction standards to serve as information retrieval
tools. There are practical examples of web-based tools and services
that have made use of thesauri for designing their information archi-
tecture. The SMETE (Science, Mathematics, Engineering, and
Technology Education) Digital Library in the U.S. makes use of a the-
saurus developed by the Mathematics Association of America that
contains mathematical concepts (Dong and Agogino, 2001). 

In the absence of user learning, and with no easy way for users to
exploit thesaurus relationships, attention has recently turned to what
has come to be called guided navigation. It is one result of the inter-
section between information architecture and library and informa-
tion science. As designers of web user experiences, information
architects need to find ways to help users, especially online shoppers
and corporate employees, navigate through large information spaces
containing objects with many potentially searchable attributes
(Schwartz, 2008). 

Beeson and Chelin (2006) note that if one scans the burgeoning lit-
erature on information architecture that is associated with the spread
of applications on the web, one finds theories for organizing and
searching information, as well as methods for creating metadata,
controlled vocabularies, and thesauri—all of which could have come
from a textbook on information science.
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Almost all the books on information architecture have a chapter
on controlled vocabularies and thesauri and the ways in which these
tools can be used to properly organize content, as well as to effec-
tively assist users in their information access and retrieval. 

1.3 Faceted Search User Interfaces
1.3.1 Facet Analysis

S. R. Ranganathan (1967) proposed the idea of facet analysis, which he
used in his faceted Colon Classification scheme. The basic idea was
that any component, aspect, or facet of a subject can fit into one of five
categories, namely, personality, matter, energy, space, and time. 

This technique has been widely used in the design and develop-
ment of classification schemes and thesauri. The first thesaurus con-
structed on the principles of facet analysis was Thesaurofacet,
developed by Jean Aitchison in the 1960s. Examples of thesauri
developed on the basis of the facet analysis technique are the AAT
and the ASIS&T Thesaurus of Information Science, Technology, and
Librarianship.

Aitchison et al. (2000) emphasize that faceted classification is use-
ful in thesaurus construction in several ways. First, it provides a tool
for the analysis of subject fields and for determining the relationships
among concepts. Second, the resulting faceted classification may be
used as the systematic display in a thesaurus. Third, facets may be
added to terms in existing vocabularies, in order to further define the
meaning and role of such terms.

Figure 1.1 shows one of the key facets used by the AAT. As can be
seen, the styles and periods facet has a rich and detailed hierarchy
consisting of sub-facets such as styles and periods by general area and
styles and periods by region. This type of arrangement provides a use-
ful browsing structure for users, who can refine or specify a certain
category of style period on the basis of the faceted structure. 

Figure 1.2 shows the facet knowledge and information and the sub-
facet knowledge organization systems in the ASIS&T Thesaurus of
Information Science, Technology, and Librarianship. The detailed
view provided by this type of faceted structure not only allows users
to gain a complete overview of each facet and its scope but also
makes browsing and navigating around the thesaurus a more easily
understood process.

Application of facet analysis and faceted thesauri has become
prevalent among information retrieval user interface designers,
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Figure 1.1   Display of the styles and periods facet in the Art and Architecture
Thesaurus

Figure 1.2   The faceted structure of the ASIS&T Thesaurus of Information Science,
Technology, and Librarianship



information architects, and web developers of based services. Such
applications and web interfaces tend toward a broader view of facets
than the traditional library focus on document subjects, incorporat-
ing various metadata elements such as commodity price or scalar
properties of an object. This can include facets that are essentially
pick lists, and there is usually little notion of the semantics of com-
bining facets. 

Nonetheless, this simple facet treatment can yield attractive
browsing interfaces for websites (Tudhope and Binding, 2008). The
FACET (Faceted Access to Cultural hEritage Terminology) project
investigated the potential of multifaceted semantic query expansion
in controlled vocabulary indexed applications. Query expansion was
based on a faceted thesaurus, the AAT. In FACET, such expansion pro-
vides an option to include closely related concepts in search. Results
are ranked in order of decreasing relevance to the initial query, based
on the number of matching query terms and the degree of match
between concepts. 

1.3.2 Faceted Search

The world of the web is beginning to realize that the tools of facet
analysis can build robust, dynamic, mutable, and responsive systems
(La Barre, 2004). The term facet is widely used in the information sci-
ence community, but in other disciplines similar concepts are
referred to as attribute, dimension, metadata, property, or taxonomy
(Dumais, 2009). 

The terms faceted search, faceted navigation, faceted metadata,
and faceted browsing have been used interchangeably, and some-
times loosely, in the literature. In part, this is because of the increas-
ing popularity of integrated searching and browsing in faceted
search interfaces. Also called guided navigation and faceted search,
the faceted navigation model leverages metadata fields and values
to provide users with visible options for clarifying and refining
queries. Faceted navigation is arguably the most significant search
innovation of the past decade (Morville and Callender, 2010). It fea-
tures an integrated, incremental search and browse experience that
lets users begin with a classic keyword search and then scan a list of
results.

Dumais (2009) outlines the key components of faceted search
interfaces and suggests that most systems show the query, the facet
structure, the subset of results currently specified, and, sometimes, a
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detailed view of an individual item. Figure 1.3 depicts three main
areas of a faceted search interface, namely, query, facets, and results.
The interface demonstrates a combined approach to searching and
browsing by presenting both the query box and the facets. Each facet
can be collapsed and viewed. 

One of the early examples of using facet-based user interfaces was
HIBROWSE (High Resolution Interface for Database Specific
Browsing and Searching), developed by Pollitt et al. (1994). They
designed a series of user interfaces for several bibliographical and
multilingual databases. An example of such an interface is shown in
Figure 1.4; the interface is developed for hotels based on such cate-
gories as name, city, number of rooms, rating, and so forth. 

In a discussion of user interface design for faceted navigation,
Hearst (2008) comments that faceted navigation is a proven tech-
nique for supporting exploration and discovery within an informa-
tion collection. Faceted classification and faceted navigation are now
widely used in website search and navigation. 

In research on the Flamenco project, Hearst and colleagues
(Hearst, 2000; Hearst et al., 2002; Yee et al., 2003; Hearst, 2006)
describe the importance of faceted classification systems for website
navigation; they have also designed and studied a series of user inter-
faces to support faceted navigation for everyday users. The overarch-
ing design goals of the Flamenco project were to support the
following:
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Figure 1.3 Example of a faceted search interface



• Flexible navigation

• Seamless integration of browsing with directed (keyword)
search

• Fluid alternation between refining and expanding

• Avoidance of empty results sets

• User control and understanding at all times

Hearst also notes that another of the Flamenco project’s goals was
to promote the idea of faceted navigation in online systems, both as
an alternative to the hierarchical focus of website structure and in
response to the failure of subject searching in online catalogs. 

Figure 1.5 shows the Flamenco user interface developed for the
University of California–Berkeley Architecture Visual Resources
Library, which is organized and represented using such facets as peo-
ple, periods, locations, styles, and view types. The interface also allows
users to browse and navigate subcategories within each facet. 

Based on the idea of faceted search, Cutrell et al. (2006) developed
Phlat (Figure 1.6), a user interface to facilitate and improve personal
information management (PIM). The interface combines searching
and browsing with facets provided as a sorting mechanism. 
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Several commercial and ecommerce websites make use of faceted
browsing and navigation. Two very well-designed examples of
faceted navigation are eBay Express and Yelp. In eBay Express (Figure
1.7), a search for perfume will provide the user with several facets to
navigate, such as gender and age, fragrance name, brand, condition,
type, location, and buying format. Visitors to the website can refine or
reformulate their initial query using these facets and sub-facets. 

Yelp is a social networking, user review, and local search website
that provides location-aware information services in the U.S.,
Canada, and the U.K. A search for organic grocery stores in Edmonton
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Figure 1.5   Flamenco user interface

Figure 1.6   The Phlat interface



(Figure 1.8), for example, provides users with the facets distance, fea-
tures, price and category, highest rated, and most reviewed.

Online library catalogs have rich metadata, and many have
recently started using the metadata to provide faceted navigation of
their collections. Faceted navigation enables new ways of and
approaches to resource discovery in library catalogs. Figure 1.9 shows
a search for information retrieval in WorldCat, the world’s largest net-
work of library content and services, with the user able to browse and
employ various metadata elements such as author, format, year,
audience, and language.
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Figure 1.8   Yelp user interface



Faceted searching, including browsing and navigation, is a prom-
ising area now widely used on the web. However, faceted search inter-
faces are not widely available for general web search as facet values
are available only for a small portion of the web. Key determinants of
successful application of faceted search methods for web content are
1) understanding which facets are most important to support the
varieties of information needs for which people use the web and 2)
handling large-scale dynamic collections (Dumais, 2009). Morville
and Callender (2010) suggest that faceted navigation is a master
search pattern impacting all search and navigation patterns, together
with the information architecture as a whole. 

1.4 Exploratory Search Interfaces

The term exploratory search can be used to describe an information-
seeking problem context that is open-ended, persistent, and multi-
faceted. It can also describe information-seeking processes that are
opportunistic, iterative, and multitactical. In the first sense,
exploratory search is commonly used in the context of scientific dis-
covery, learning, and decision making. In the second sense,
exploratory tactics are used in all manner of information seeking in
order to reflect seeker preferences and experiences as much as their
information seeking goal (Marchionini, 2006). 
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Figure 1.9   Faceted navigation in WorldCat [Copyright owned by the Online
Computer Library Center, Inc., and screenshot used with its 
permission.]



Highly interactive and dynamic user interfaces for exploratory
browsing and searching of digital information collections have been
the focus of some recent research. White et al. (2006) suggest that in
exploratory search, users generally combine querying and browsing
strategies to foster learning and investigation. Marchionini (2006)
points out that to engage people more fully in the search process and
put them in continuous control, researchers are devising highly inter-
active user interfaces. He proposes that exploratory search consists of
“look up,” “learn,” and “investigate” activities in which examining
and comparing results and reformulating queries to discover the
boundaries of meaning for key concepts, as well as serendipitous
browsing, take place. His view of exploratory search focuses on user
interface functionalities that support a combination of browsing and
searching, as well as providing the user with a conceptual space for
exploration and comprehension of concepts and ideas. 

In exploratory search, people usually submit a tentative query to
navigate proximal to relevant documents in the collection and then
explore the environment to better understand how to exploit it, all
the while selectively seeking and passively obtaining cues about their
next steps. Examples of exploratory search systems include visualiza-
tion systems, document clustering and browsing systems, and intel-
ligent content summarization systems (White and Roth, 2009). 

Thesauri, as semantic tools and knowledge structures, have the
potential to support exploratory searches and can be incorporated
into exploratory search interfaces to assist users in the exploration
and comprehension of concepts and ideas. As Marchionini (2006)
notes, helping searchers to understand data structures and infer rela-
tionships among concepts is an important step in exploring and dis-
covering the boundaries of meaning for key concepts. Thesauri, with
their rich semantic relations, are capable of facilitating exploratory
search activities through allowing the user to form a conceptual map
of a particular subject area and to create a context for search and
exploration. 

Faceted search interfaces combine querying and browsing, allow-
ing people to quickly and flexibly find information based on what
they remember about the information they seek. Faceted search
interfaces can also help people avoid feelings of being lost in the col-
lection and make it easier for them to explore.

White and Roth (2009) suggest the following set of principles that
support exploratory search activities:
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• “Support querying and rapid query refinement: Systems
must help users formulate queries and adjust queries and
views on search results in real time.

• Offer facets and metadata-based result filtering: Systems
must allow users to filter and explore results through
facet selection and document metadata.

• Leverage search context: Systems must leverage available
information about their user, their situation, and their
current exploratory search task.

• Offer visualization to support insight and decision 
making: Systems must present customizable visual 
representations of the collection being explored in order
to support hypothesis generation and trend spotting.

• Support learning and understanding: Systems must help
users acquire both knowledge and skills by presenting
information in ways amenable to learning, given the
user’s current knowledge or skill level.” (p. 41)

A review of these principles suggests that both thesauri and facets
can support some of these exploratory activities through the provi-
sion of semantic and conceptual maps of digital information collec-
tions. Exploratory search principles may be used to enhance the
utility and usefulness of many existing thesauri and faceted classifi-
cation schemes and structures. 

It is interesting to observe the gradual convergence of several lines
of current research, namely, exploratory search, faceted search,
metadata-based search, and information architecture. All of them
share a common aim: to improve and enhance users’ access to digi-
tal information via similar principles developed over the past four
decades. In fact, faceted search interfaces and exploratory search
interfaces share similarities to the point that some of the former have
also been introduced as the latter.

Figure 1.10 shows mSpace Explorer, a multifaceted, column-based
client for exploring large data sets. The mSpace Explorer runs on top
of the mSpace framework, an exploratory search system that allows
users to choose predefined facets within a broad topic and dynami-
cally modify results in real time. It also assists users in filtering infor-
mation based on any categories that have been defined as the facets
of the mSpace “slice,” for example, as shown in the image, categories
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such as year, theme, subject, and storyline. Another feature of this
interface lies in its integration of query and browsing. 

Another example of an exploratory user interface is Relation
Browser, developed by researchers at the University of North Carolina
across a series of projects (Zhang and Marchionini, 2005). Figure 1.11
shows an example of the Relation Browser developed for the U.S.
Bureau of Labor Statistics (Capra and Marchionini, 2007). It is
designed as a tool for understanding relationships between items in
a collection and for exploring an information space (i.e., a set of doc-
uments). The interface is highly interactive and tightly couples
searching and browsing, allowing users to view facets and results at
the same time. The results can be dynamically updated and viewed.
Users can filter results using such high-level facets as topic, genre,
region, and format. Figure 1.11 shows the user interface features of
Relation Browser.

1.5 Dynamic Term Suggestion Systems

Query formulation is a challenging, yet key, stage in the information
retrieval process. One of the strategies to engage users in the search
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process and support them in formulating better approaches is to sug-
gest search terms. Recently, a number of web search engines and
information retrieval systems have incorporated new user interface
features that support search term suggestion. 

In the literature of search and information retrieval, these features
have been called interactive, dynamic, or automated term sugges-
tion mechanisms. These search term suggestion features aim to
assist users in query formulation through suggestions of alternative
terms and phrases for allowing users to refine or expand their initial
search terms.

The advantage of term suggestion is that it helps users to formu-
late a particular query and, at the same time, form a quick under-
standing of what the information collection contains on that term or
similar terms. As Hearst (2009) notes, the suggestion terms may come
from several different sources, including the characteristics of the
collection; terms derived from the top-ranked results; a combination
of both; a domain-specific, hand-built thesaurus; query logs; or a
combination of query logs with navigation or other online behavior.
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Figure 1.11   Relation Browser user interface



Recently, numerous search engines, commercial databases, ebusi-
ness websites, and online public access catalogs (OPACs) have
started to incorporate term suggestion features into their systems
and user interfaces. For example, the Yahoo! Search interface offers
search term suggestions as a user starts typing in keywords. Figure
1.12 shows a search for the term search engines.

One of the early applications of thesaurus-enhanced interactive
term suggestion can be attributed to Schatz et al. (1996), who devel-
oped a user interface for the University of Illinois Digital Library
Initiative. The interface makes use of the Inspec Thesaurus to suggest
terms to the user. Figure 1.13 shows an example of a search for deduc-
tive databases from the prototype developed by Schatz et al.
Displayed are several terms for users to browse through or to select
for refinement or reformulation of their initial search. 

Other researchers have used mapping and matching techniques to
design interactive term suggestion facilities. For instance, Gey et al.
(2001) have studied the interactive suggestion to users of subject
terms by means of probabilistic mapping between the user’s natural
language and the technical classification vocabularies. This occurs
through a methodology called Entry Vocabulary Indexes. Other
researchers have made use of thesauri to suggest terms and query
refinement strategies to the user as well. 

An interesting and efficient example of incorporating a thesaurus
into a search user interface to support interactive term suggestions is
the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) digital collection.
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Figure 1.12   Yahoo! term suggestion interface [Reproduced with permission of
Yahoo! Inc. ©2011 Yahoo! Inc. YAHOO! and the YAHOO! logo are 
registered trademarks of Yahoo! Inc.]



When a user searches for a term in the collection, the main search

page shows the results for the term, and a list of suggested terms for

narrowing down the search appears on the right-hand side of the

interface. For example, a search for pollution retrieves 48,200 results,

as indicated in Figure 1.14. 

The user can then click on the narrower terms shown to reduce

and refine the retrieved results to a more specific set of documents. In

this example, if the user decides to narrow down the search using one

of the narrower terms, say, air pollution monitoring, the number of

retrieved results decreases to 3,240. The user can further narrow

down the search by choosing another narrower term from the right

side of the interface, as shown in Figure 1.15.

Recently, Gray et al. (2010) have developed a system that uses mul-

tiple astronomical thesauri to assist users in finding the right term in

their search process. As part of the system, Gray et al. created

Vocabulary Explorer, which allows users to search and browse the

various thesauri. Detailed information about any matched term will

be shown in order to help the user identify the right term. 
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Figure 1.13   Interactive term suggestion interface developed by Schatz 
et al. (1996)
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Figure 1.14   IAEA digital collection search term suggestion based on the
International Nuclear Information System Thesaurus

Figure 1.15   Narrowing down the search in the IAEA digital collection using 
thesaurus-based term suggestions from the International Nuclear
Information System Thesaurus



1.6 Thesauri and Social Tagging

Social tagging, sometimes referred to as social bookmarking, is
defined variously as the classification of resources “by the use of
informally assigned, user-defined keywords or tags” (Barsky and
Purdon, 2006, p. 66) and elsewhere as the classification of resources
“using free-text tags, unconstrained and arbitrary values” (Tonkin,
2006). In addition to social bookmarking, quasi-synonymous terms
for social tagging include collaborative tagging, folksonomy, folk cat-
egorization, communal categorization, ethno-classification, mob
indexing, and free-text tagging.

Social tagging emerged in popular practice around 2003, at the
same time as social networking websites, and constitutes an impor-
tant part of the interactive, democratic nature of Web 2.0 because the
responsibility for the classification of web resources is placed
squarely in the hands of the users. Tonkin (2006) proposes a two-part
taxonomy of social tagging systems: “‘broad,’ meaning that many dif-
ferent users can tag a single resource, or ‘narrow,’ meaning that a
resource is tagged by only one or a few users.”

Shiri (2009) provides a comparative examination of a typology of
social tagging systems that encompasses social networks, social
bookmarking, video blogging and sharing, photo sharing, academic
bookmarking, and slide sharing. He notes that some social tagging
services, such as Technorati, Flickr, Bubbleshare, YouTube, and
MySpaceTV, require users to organize their posted items in predeter-
mined categories imposed by the service (generally anywhere from
five to 20 categories). These categories represent a thesaurus-like
hierarchical structure and often serve as a complement to tagging
activities. For example, a YouTube user posting a video must put it in
a category such as entertainment, comedy, or news, as well as
describe it with appropriate tags. 

A number of studies have discussed the comparison and reconcil-
iation of controlled vocabularies with social tagging and folk-
sonomies. Macgregor and McCulloch (2006) provide a succinct
review of early debates about controlled vocabularies and collabora-
tive tagging. Most of the difficulties associated with social tags and
folksonomies (e.g., low precision, lack of collocation and consis-
tency) originate from the absence of those properties that have come
to characterize controlled vocabularies. Macgregor and McCulloch
speculate that, ultimately, the coexistence of controlled vocabularies
and collaborative tagging systems will emerge, with each appropriate
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for use within the following distinct information contexts: formal
(e.g., academic tasks, industrial research, corporate knowledge man-
agement) and informal (e.g., recreational research, PIM, exploration
of exhaustive subject areas prior to formal exploration). 

Spiteri (2007) evaluated tags against Section 6 (choice and form of
terms) of the NISO guidelines for the construction of controlled
vocabularies and found that the folksonomy tags correspond closely
to the NISO guidelines pertaining to the types of concepts expressed
by the tags, the predominance of single tags, the predominance of
nouns, and the use of recognized spelling. She suggests that folk-
sonomies could serve as a very powerful and flexible tool for increas-
ing the user-friendliness and interactivity of public library catalogs. 

Hastings et al. (2007) report the findings that various studies have
in common on people’s image tagging and descriptions: 1) tags
assigned to groups of images and individual images differ in terms of
their level of abstraction, 2) image tagging specificity and exhaustiv-
ity levels differ greatly among individuals, and 3) the accordance
between existing controlled vocabularies and tags varies in terms of
image attributes. 

In a user-centered study of authors and readers of digital collections,
Golub et al. (2009) investigated how social tags can be enhanced by the
use of controlled vocabularies such as classification schemes and the-
sauri. Their findings showed the importance of controlled vocabulary
suggestions for both indexing and retrieval in order to accomplish sev-
eral functions: help produce ideas of tags for users, make it easier to
find focus for the tagging, ensure consistency, and increase the number
of access points in retrieval. The quality of the suggestions from the
controlled vocabularies was found to be a key factor. 

In a series of studies comparing social tags and controlled vocab-
ularies, Kipp (2010) and Lu and Kipp (2010) concluded that there is
continuity between conventional indexing and user tagging, and that
this continuity could form the basis for a complementary system of
subject access that would enrich conventional indexing and support
its continued utility. 

These studies suggest that social tagging and controlled vocabular-
ies have their own advantages and disadvantages, but that social tags
do not replace the latter; rather, social tags complement controlled
vocabularies and provide additional access points for users. To afford
better user experiences, information access and retrieval systems
should use a combination of controlled vocabularies and social tags in
order to create more-inclusive user interfaces. The ways in which
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combined use of controlled vocabularies and tags can be achieved
depend, to a large extent, on the nature of the target audience, on the
content and context of the information collection, and on the infor-
mation search tasks that the system is designed to support. 

1.7 Conclusion

This chapter has provided a brief history of information retrieval the-
sauri, along with the associated standards. Functions, uses, and types
of thesauri were introduced. It was noted that the advent of the World
Wide Web facilitated much greater use of thesauri on the web and in
a variety of search environments. 

Developments related to web technologies and web-based serv-
ices and systems provide an opportunity for the reusing and repur-
posing of thesauri as networked KOSs. 

The information architecture community benefits from various
applications of thesauri as searching, browsing, and navigation tools. 

Faceted and exploratory search systems and interfaces have
adopted thesauri to expand and enhance the search horizon through
semantic and conceptual structures embedded in thesauri, thus
facilitating the exploration of digital collections and the performance
of effective searches. 

Thesauri have long been used as search strategy support mecha-
nisms to suggest terms to users in a dynamic and interactive mode,
with the goal of encouraging and engaging users in the search
process. All of these developments suggest that thesauri have an
increasingly major role to play in powering search in the new infor-
mation environment. 
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